
Data platform + Gen AI =
Your competitive edge
A generative AI powered Data platform that empowers you to do more
with less & eliminate the need for multiple data vendors with SCIKIQ as  
your all-in-one Data management platform. 

SCIKIQ, a no-code data management /fabric platform powered by AI,
addresses key data challenges for medium to large organizations.
Empowering Teams to gain real time insights without the need for complex
technical skills.

 - 80% savings on Data Management costs.
- 75% time for Data Transformation.
- 40% faster Data Discovery than competitor Platforms

The Vital features include - 

- Generative AI Powered tool.
- Integration capability of 100+ types of data Sources.
- Automatic and Dynamic Data lineage.
- 80%-time reduction in High Volume data Migration with parallel processing.
- Real time data analytics.
- Real-time data validation and quality checks, available on the move.
- Feasibility to function with Multi-Cloud and Multi-vendor data landscapes.
- Leverage Elastic search capabilities.
- Automate Meta Data Management.
- Identify data anomalies at data integration stage.



Know about SCIKIQ 
SCIKIQ is the next-generation data management platform for data-driven
organizations, leveraging AI to empower teams with real-time insights,
centralized data sources, and automated intelligence - all at a fraction of
the cost and time of traditional solutions. 

Through its No Code, Drag, and Drop User Interface, business teams can
focus on decisions and outcomes rather spending time stitching together
data across Organisational Silos. SCIKIQ enables the organisations to
manage data regardless of where it lives. It brings the following cutting-
edge possibilities when it comes to managing your data.  

Data Integration 
Data curation or Preparation 
Data visualisation 
Data Governance

Our roadmap provides a clear path towards successful data
management, monetization, and exchange. By guiding organizations from
efficient data management to data monetization and ultimately to
successful data exchange, we help them unlock the full potential of their
data assets. 

With our step-by-step approach, organizations can optimize decision-
making, improve collaboration, and increase revenue generation for a
competitive advantage in the digital age.

SCIKIQ's mission is to deliver trusted data swiftly to business users,
catalyzing organizational transformation and enabling a leap towards
data-driven excellence. 



SCIKIQ transcends traditional boundaries, offering an unprecedented blend
of efficiency, simplicity, and innovation in data management. 

Collaborate with us 
SCIKIQ DATA 
1ST FLOOR, TOWER-A, MILLENNIUM PLAZA, SUSHANT LOK PHASE I, SECTOR
27, GURUGRAM, HARYANA 122001

SALES@SCIKIQ.COM 

Rapid Transformation: Yielding results withing months.
360-Degree Data Management: Replacing Multiple data tools
Drives Savings, Optimizes Manpower and reduces TCO by 80%.
Minimal Workflow Disruption: Ensures a smooth transition 
High Adaptability: Flexibly caters to the ever-evolving business needs. 

Why SCIKIQ 

Innovations @ SCIKIQ 
Record to Report Data Lineage: SCIKIQ captures complete data lineage
for enhanced governance, offering clarity and simplification in managing
operational and regulatory data. 

Knowledge Graph: SCIKIQ Utilises advanced graph technology for
efficient data discovery, cataloguing, and quality management, ensuring
data integrity and intelligence.

Business Reporting: SCIKIQ’s unified semantic layer simplifies reporting
across BI platforms, creating a consistent and reliable data foundation
for decision-making. 

Multi-Cloud Data Governance: SCIKIQ bridges data management gaps
in multi-cloud environments, facilitating seamless data integration,
analysis, and governance for improved operational efficiency.


